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Happy February to you!
Once a month I go out for a nip of bourbon with my brother and a mutual friend and colleague. We're
three middle-aged men being intentional about building and maintaining healthy male friendships.
At the beginning of each year, one of us always asks: what big, audacious goal is each of us setting for
ourselves this year? It was from last year's question that I came up with my bicycle ride across
Indiana.
This year I've chosen as my big, audacious goal to publish two books. When I said that my first one
was going to be a book of photographs, my brother, ever the encourager, said, "That's not a real book!
That's a coffee-table book -- maybe!" He has no idea how much work even a book of photographs is!
That book's working title is Square Photographs. It will showcase the best photos I've made over the
years with my film twin-lens reflex cameras, my Yashica-D (review here) and my Yashica-12 (review
here). These cameras are large and heavy, but a real delight to use. And they produce big, sharp, rich
photographs. Here's one -- a moody portrait I made of my son, Damion, several years ago. It will be in
the book.
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You can follow along as I create this book! I'm adding the photographs I'm going to publish to an
album on Flickr called Square Photos -- check it out here. If you click a photograph in that album, you
can see its page on Flickr. One by one, slowly over time, I'm writing on each photo's page the text that
will go in the book. Keep checking back as I add photographs and keep writing the text.
Why would I share the entire content of my next book in this way? Because I think there's something
to holding a beautiful book of photographs in your hands, and seeing the images in print. I hope it's
fun for you to watch the book's content be created as I create it.

I want to thank everyone who replied last month to offer me condolences and wish me well after the
death of my oldest child. This has been every bit as hard as you can imagine. Fortunately, I've had
good support here and am doing about as well as anyone can under the circumstances. As you can
see, I'm not letting this keep me from the things I want to do. I'm pressing ahead. Yet this loss still
aches. I know I'm going to be all right, and that in time this will make me stronger.

Here are a few articles from my blog archive that you might enjoy.
Personal. My daughter died by her own hand. I know what it feels like to stand at the edge of suicide
-- and I know that it is a permanent solution to a temporary problem. Read Wait. Always wait. It
always gets better.
Personal. Here's the story of one time I was so sad and without hope that I considered ending it -and how I came back from the brink. Read Paul McCartney kind of saved my life once; he has no idea,
of course
Photographs. Let's think of something happier, shall we? Here are some stunning golden-hour
photographs of Dublin, Ireland. Read A golden end to a golden honeymoon

See you here next month - or tomorrow on the blog!
-Jim
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